Adı, Soyadı: .........................................

3. Grace: What are your daily activities?

HAZIRBULUNUŞLUK TESTİ
8. sınıfa yeni başlayan öğrenciler için 7. sınıf kazanım eksiklerini saptamaya yönelik hazırlanmıştır.
Testi bitirdikten sonra cevap anahtarına bakarak
hangi kazanımları tekrar etmeniz gerektiğini görebilirsiniz.
1. Helen is the new student in my class. She is very
beautiful with blue eyes. She has long blonde
hair.
Which picture shows Helen?
A)

Sınıfı / No: .........................................

B)

Jane : I like doing sports. I get up early every
day and I do heavy exercises. Later, I
go to the pool. I stay there four hours
a day. Also, I go jogging twice a week.
It makes me feel good. I have a special
diet. It makes me strong and gives me
energy. I need it because I compete
in races. I want to get a gold medal in
breaststroke style this year.
Which of the following is NOT correct about
Jane?
A) She competes in surfing races.
B) She prefers eating healthy food.
C) She always gets up early.

C)

D)

D) She likes jogging.
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2. Leyla and Selin are twins. They have the
same appearance but they have different
personalities. Leyla is more outgoing than her
sister. She likes meeting friends and spending
time with them. Selin doesn’t have many
friends because she never changes her mind
and she is always late. They sometimes don’t
get along very well because - - - -

Mete Gazoz is a Turkish sportsman. He won a gold
medal at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. His success
comes from hard work. He always starts the day
with a healthy breakfast. He does exercises for 4
hours a day. He shoots 450-650 arrows in every
training. He never misses any trainings because
he wants to become the champion at the next
Olympics, too. In the evenings, he plays the piano
because it is good for archery. He also plays
computer games for half an hour to have fun
before he goes to bed at 11 o’clock. On Sundays,
he doesn’t work out because he meets his friends.

Which sentence completes the paragraph
best?

We understand from the text that Mete plays
the piano because - - - - .

A) Selin has a stubborn personality.

A) he needs to have some fun

B) Selin is more punctual than Leyla.
C) they like sharing and supporting each other.
D) they aren’t in the same family.

B) he wants to be better in archery
C) a sportsman needs to be disciplined
D) spectators like his music
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4. Answer the question according to the passage
below.

Answer the questions (5-6) according to the text below.

7. Samuel : What are you doing, dad?
Dad		 : I am reading an article about eagles.

Mae Carol Jamison was born on
October 17, 1956. She was an
astronaut. She was always interested
in science, so she studied Chemical
Engineering at Standford University.
She graduated from the university in
1977. She started to work in NASA
and became the first black woman
to travel into space in 1992. She also
won Ebony Black Achievement Award
in the same year. Jamison left NASA in
1993 and decided to write a book. She
published her first book Find Where
the Wind Goes in 2001.

5. Which of the following questions DOES NOT
have an answer in the text?
A) What was her first book’s name?
B) Where did she study?

Samuel : What does the article say about them?
Dad		 : It says eagles are in danger because
environmental pollution kills them.
Samuel : - - - - ?
Dad		 : We should stop polluting their natural
habitat.
Samuel : - - - - ?
Dad		 : They live in forests and mountains.
Samuel : - - - - ?
Dad		 : They usually hunt fish or small birds.
Which of the following questions DOES NOT
Samuel ask his dad?
A) Why are eagles in danger
B) What do eagles eat to survive
C) Where is eagles’ natural habitat
D) What should we do to protect them

C) Why did she leave NASA?
D) What was her success as an astronaut?

8. Mammoths became extinct many years ago
because humans hunted them. Mammoths were
the relatives of elephants. Like their modern
relatives, they were very large, too. The largest
one reached 4 meters and weighed 8000 kg.
They had long tusks. They ate grass, herbs, and
tree leaves.
6. According to the text, which of the following
is ODD?
e
f th
do
en tory
s

B)

2001		

1993
D)

C)

There is NO information in the text about
mammoth’s - - - - .
1992		

1977

A) size		
C) extinction		

B) diet
D) habitat
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A)

Adı, Soyadı: .........................................

Sınıfı / No: .........................................

9. Lola wants to watch TV with her 8-year-old
sister. Her sister prefers animations to horror
movies. Lola prefers cookery programmes
to quiz shows. They both prefer watching
documentaries about animals and nature.

11.

David

TV TIMETABLE

Hi, George! I am organizing a
fancy dress party on Sunday.
We’ll have so much fun! My
favourite DJ will perform as
well. Would you like to come?

I’d love to, but I’ll be out of town
this weekend.
George
Programme: Wild
America Time: 17.00

According to the dialogue above, George
----.

Programme: Ratatouille
Time: 18.30

A) accepts David’s invitation
B) refuses the invitation because he doesn’t
have a costume
Programme: Masterchef
Time: 16.30

C) can’t join the party because he will be in
another town

Programme: Sharks
101 Time: 17.30

D) won’t go to the party because he doesn’t like
the DJ

Which programme is suitable for Lola and
her sister?
A) Wild America
C) Masterchef

10.

B) Ratatouille
D) Sharks 101

Hi, I am Lena. I sometimes watch
TV in the evenings. I like soap
operas, and Desperate Housewives
is my favourite. I rarely watch
the news with my dad. I think
documentaries and quiz shows
are really educative. However, I
always change the channel when
commercials are on because they
are too long and I hate that.

12.
How to Organize a Fancy Dress Party?

A)

B)

C)

D)

(I) Then, you should choose your costume.
(II) Finally, you should prepare food and
beverages.
(III) Next, you should decorate home.
(IV) First, you should invite people.

Put the sentences into the correct order.
A) II-I-IV-III		
C) IV-I-III-II		

B) III-II-I-IV
D) IV-I-II-III
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According to the information above, which
of the following DOES NOT Lena watch?

13. A teenage magazine asked its readers’ dreams.
Here are their answers:
WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS?

■ Get a diploma
■ Find a job
■ Move a big city
■ Write a book
■ Get married
We understand from the graph above, most
of the teenagers will probably - - - - .

15.

What did Sally do last week?

Monday
• city hall

Tuesday

Wednesday

• art gallery

• department
store

to change the to see the new
ID card
exhibition
to give the
shoes back
Thursday

Friday

• chemist’s

• coffee shop

to buy mum’s
medicines

for weekly friends meeting!

According to the chart above, which one is
NOT correct about Sally?
A) She visited the art gallery to see the new
exhibition.

A) make a career
B) marry and start a family

B) She goes to the coffee shop every week to
meet her friends.

C) change place
D) become an author

C) She went to the department store to buy new
shoes.
D) She went to the city hall to change her ID
card.

14. Maria is a student. She will graduate from high
school next year. She wrote a list about her
dreams. Here is the list:
16. Lena: How was your day, mom?
Mom: Wow! It was so busy.

study computer
engineering at
Harvard University
make good
friends
keep your body
fit
work in Silicon
Valley

There is NO information on the list about
Maria’s plans for her - - - - .
A) health		
C) family		

B) relationships
D) career

Lena: Why?
Mom: First, I went to the - - - to buy a new dress.
After I chose the dress,
I looked for my wallet in
my bag to pay, but I couldn’t find it. Then,
I understood that somebody took it, and I
went to the - - - - to report it. I felt so bad
and a policeman took me to the - - - - .
The doctor advised me to sit down and
rest. Then, I drank a cup of coffee in the
- - - - to relax.
Lena: I am sorry to hear that mom.
Which of the followings DOES NOT complete
the blanks in the dialogue?
A) police station

B) municipal office

C) hospital

D) shopping mall
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MY
DREAMS

Adı, Soyadı: .........................................

I think people produce so much waste.
We must sort out the waste materials,
transform and reuse them because they
pollute seas and land. Joanne

19.

Deodorants, room sprays and other
chemicals harm ozone layer. To me, we
should prefer natural products. Henry

Size (km)

Moons

Earth

12742

1

Mars

6778

2

Jupiter

139822

79

Saturn

116464

83

Which of the following is NOT correct
according to the chart?

This is not only our planet. There are
other living things on Earth. In my
opinion, we must protect animals. Jill

A) Mars is the smallest planet of all planets in
the chart.

I think a better world is not a dream. We
must decrease our waste, recycle some
materials and be more eco-friendly. Joe

B) Earth is larger than Saturn.
C) Jupiter has got more moons than Earth has.

According to the speech bubbles above,
who talks about recyling?
A) Joanne and Joe
C) Jill and Henry

Planet

D) Saturn has got more moons than Jupiter has.

B) Joanne
D) Joe

20.
18.

Good evening! Turkey is on fire! Firefighters
and fire planes work hard to take the fire under
control. How did these fires start? What are our
responsibilities for nature? I think these are the
questions that we have to answer. Forests are
a very important part of nature, and we need
nature to survive. They are also very important
for us because they produce oxygen. They are
also home to wild animals. We should protect
wild animals, too because they are important for
the balance of the nature.

Hello my dear readers!
Today, I will give you some information about
the planets. As you all know, there are 9 planets
in our solar system. Astronomers discovered
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn in the
ancient times because they are close to the Earth.
They could also see those planets easily without
a telescope. They discovered the other planets
later. For example, Uranus was the first new
planet. English astronomer Sir William Herschel
discovered it in 1781.
Jack
JACK‛S BLOG
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According to the news, which of the following
is NOT correct?
A) We should protect forests because we need
them for oxygen.
B) Forest are important because we get wood
from them.
C) We are responsible for nature because it is
necessary for humans to survive.
D) Protecting wild animals is important because
they keep the balance of the nature.

Which question does Jack answer in his
blog?
A) Who discovered the satellites?
B) When was the comets in our solar system
discovered?
C) When was Uranus discovered?
D) Is there life in Uranus?
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17.

Sınıfı / No: .........................................

8. Sınıf Hazırbulunuşluk Testi
Cevap Anahtarı
Doğru
Cevap

Eğer yanlış yaptıysanız önceki yıl konularından tekrar etmeniz gereken ünite ve
ünite kazanımı:

1

D

Describing characters Vocabulary: Appearance Unit 1

2

A

Making simple comparisons, giving explanations-reasons: Vocabulary:
Personality Unit 1

3

A

Talking about routines and daily activities / Vocabulary: sports Unit 2

4

B

Describing what people do regularly- giving explanations Unit 2

5

C

Talking about past events Unit 3

6

B

Telling the time/ days/ dates /Vocabulary: Biographies Unit 3

7

A

"Describing the frequency of actions (Tigers usually hunt during the day.) /
Making simple inquiries (Where do tigers live?) Making simple suggestions
(What should we do to protect wildlife? We should…) Unit 4"

8

D

Talking about past events giving explanations / Vocabulary: Wild animals Unit 4

9

A

Expressing preferences / Vocabulary: Television Unit 5

10

A

Stating personal opinions Unit 5

11

C

Making simple suggestions, accepting and refusing Unit 6

12

C

Sequencing the actions/ Vocabulary: Celebrations Unit 6

13

A

Making predictions Unit 7

14

C

Vocabulary: Dreams Unit 7

15

C

Giving explanations and reasons Unit 8

16

B

Vocabulary: Public buildings Unit 8

17

A

Expressing obligation Vocabulary: Environment Unit 9

18

B

Giving explanations and reasons Unit 9

19

B

Making simple comparisons Unit 10

20

C

Talking about past events / Vocabulary: Planets Unit 10
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Soru
Numarası

